
WIDE ARRAY OF TEXTURES & PATTERNS

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 6000 PSI

EASY TO MAINTAIN

EXTERIOR OR INTERIOR APPLICATIONS

ELIMINATES COSTLY CONCRETE REPLACEMENT

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERICAL

THIN-CRETE
Stamped Overlay System

The Euclid Chemical Company

 



THIN-CRETE



Thin-Crete overlays duplicate the grandeur of nature 

at a fraction of the cost without the mess or expense 

of removing structurally-sound concrete. With an 

array of patterns and hundreds of color combinations, 

the creative possibilities are limitless.  Imagine a 

thin overlay that is durable, wear-resistant and low 

maintenance,  and because there is no heaving, 

shifting or settling, Thin-Crete is a superior alternative 

to pavers. Thin-Crete adds value to both interior 

and exterior spaces and is perfect for residential and 

commercial driveways, sidewalks, entries, patios/

lanais, pool decks and much more.  

Transform Plain Concrete 
Where concrete overlays and the beauty of nature combine

   Thin-Crete re-creates the beautiful look of 

nature with an easy-to-apply, cost-effective, durable 

overlay.  Enhance existing concrete surfaces with 

the stunning look of natural stone, slate, granite, 

brick and even wood, in realistic deep-relief patterns.  

Thin, at less than 3/8” thick, yet tough, Thin-Crete is 

perfect anywhere concrete is an option.

Ideal for:   Driveways  |  Entrances  |  Walkways  |  Plazas  |  Decking |  Landscaping



Safety Yellowv 695 

Peach 540

Harvest Sand 370

Adobe Buff 010

Kool White 400

Autumn Brown 050

Sand Buff 725

Sun Buff 840

Redwood 630

Tile Red 895

Terra Cotta 875

Brick Red 100

Coral 190

Silver Gray 770

Pewter 560

Sabal 685

Saltillo 705

Maplewood 460

Slate 785

Philly Blue 570

Charcoal 150

Gray 355

Sun Gray 845

Seafoam Green 740

Teal 865

Sky Blue 780

Antique White 030

White 970

Rust Brown 675

Desert Tan 275
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COLOR COMBINATIONS

AN ENGINEERED SYSTEMS APPROACH

NOTE: This printed color chart is for reference purposes. 

30 standard colors result in hundreds of 
possible shade combinations. This printed 
color chart is for reference purposes only. 
Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors 
from actual test samples.

1611 Gunn Highway
Odessa, FL 33556
t 1-800-752-4626
f 1-813-920-1516

www.increte.com

PATTERN VARIETIES

Unique custom looks that 
turn any property into a 
showplace. With over 100 
stamping patterns available, 
visit our website for a complete 
listing.

www.increte.com


